
The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) mandated that  all 
service providers implement STIR/SHAKEN call authentication this 
year. But while it helps stop call spoofing, it can inadvertently have a 
negative impact on legitimate calls from enterprises.

STIR/SHAKEN uses vital information about the originating caller to determine an 
“attestation” level–A, B, or C indicating how the call will be treated. Mis-tagging and 
blocking can also happen when service providers don’t assign telephone numbers 
(TN) directly to the enterprise. Enterprise customers want to ensure their outbound 
calls receive the highest attestation. When they route a call through a service 
provider using a telephone number from a different service provider, it will often 
receive a lower attestation.

Today, there are three ways enterprises can work with their service providers to 
improve attestation levels for their calls to reduce the chance they get marked as 
spam or blocked – helping improve answer rates, enhance the customer experience, 
and increase revenues.

NAME DESCRIPTION STATUS

OPTION 1: 
STIR Certificate

Enterprises can sign their own calls by working with their 
Originating Service Provider (OSP) - the vendor providing 
telephone services - to use one of these two STIR PASSporT 
delivery options:

• OSP validates and consumes STIR PASSporT and re-signs 
with SHAKEN

• OSP validates and transmits STIR PASSporT to TSP along 
with the OSP’s SHAKEN PASSPORT

Standard: based upon STIR RFC 8226 standard.

Industry adoption: tested in lab environment and 
ready to deploy.

OPTION 2: 
Delegate SHAKEN 

Certificate

The STI-PA and STI-GA approved the use of Delegate 
Certificates in October 2021. Supporting the use of 
official PASSporTs, enterprises will be able to sign their 
calls using a SHAKEN certificate, through one of these 
two options:

• OSP validates and consumes delegated SHAKEN PASSporT 
and re-signs with SHAKEN certificate

• OSP validates and transmits Rich Call Data PASSporT to 
TSP along with SHAKEN PASSporT

Standard: approved by the STI-CA and STI-PA, and 
deployed. 

Industry adoption: tested in lab environment and ready 
to deploy.

OPTION 3: 
Telephone Number 
Database (TNDB)

The Telephone Number Database (TNDB), acts as an 
authoritative source of TN-to-Enterprise association, 
including delegated authority by enterprises (e.g., to call 
centers.) 

Standard: limited progress formalizing standards-based 
approach.

Industry solution: local and national databases being 
deployed now.

Read the eBook, learn more about our Trusted Call Solutions, email callerid@team.neustar.
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MAKING THE GRADE

3 WAYS TO MAKE SURE YOUR CALLS 
AREN’T MIS-TAGGED OR BLOCKED

For any of these approaches to restore trust in the phone call, the enterprise and its phone numbers must first 
be vetted to verify they are authorized to use those phone numbers by a trusted neutral third party like Neustar.

in a recent OMDIA survey 
said over 20% of their 

outbound calls were being 
mistakenly blocked, and 
82% said over 20% were 

being mis-tagged as spam.

90%
OF RESPONDENTS

https://www.home.neustar/stir-shaken-resource-hub
https://www.home.neustar/resources/whitepapers/impact-of-stir-shaken-attestation
https://www.home.neustar/trusted-call-solutions/call-vetting-services
https://www.home.neustar/trusted-call-solutions/call-vetting-services
https://www.home.neustar/trusted-call-solutions/call-vetting-services
https://www.home.neustar/resources/whitepapers/rebuilding-trust-in-calls-survey

